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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by tile Radio Corporation of America on Contract
NAS-7-100, P.O. 950229, "The Development of a Cesium-Vapor-Filled Ther-
mionic Energy Converter". The work was administered under the direction of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratories of the California Institue of Technology, Pasa-
dena, California. Mr. Arvin Smith is Project Engineer for the Laboratories.
The report covers the work applied from 18 June 1962 through 18 November
1962 and represents the efforts of Thermionic Converter Engineering of the
Electron Tube Division, RCA-Lancaster. Mr. G.Y. Eastman is the Engi-
neering Leader responsible for the technical direction and control of the pro-
ject under the direct supervision of Mr. F.G. Block, Manager. Mr. Eastman
was assisted in the technical direction of the program by the following engi-
neering personneh R.W. Longsderff, D.M. Ernst and S.W. Kessler, Jr.
This report is the Final Technical Report and it concludes the work on the
subject contract.
This report is unclassified.
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ABSTRACT
This report covers a five-month program of development, fabrication and test
of cesium-vapor-filled thermionic energy converters. The units were designed
for use in a solar-heated space application for the Jet Propulsion Laboratories.
The geometry was limited by stringent system parameters of size and tempera-
ture.
The program was directed toward the generation of twenty-five watts of output
power at an emitter temperature not exceeding 2000 ° Kelvin. Design objectives
included a service life of one year at rated capacity at an efficiency of twenty
percent.
RCA has delivered five converters designed to these requirements at operating
temperature of less than 2000 ° Kelvin. The objectives of life and efficiency
have been approached by incorporating materials and fabrication techniques
which will obtain the greatest reliability and performance.
The report covers the specific techniques, procedures and geometry of the con-
verters shipped under the contract. In addition, details of problems encountered
and their solutions are explained. Test daia on converters shipped is included.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CESIUM-VAPOR-FILLED
THERMIONIC ENERGY CONVERTER
SECTION I
PURPOSE
RCA will design, fabricate, test and deliver to JPL five cesium-vapor-filled
thermionic energy converters, in accordance with the following design require-
ments, design objectives, drawings/specifications and testing requirements:
A Design Requirements
(i) Electrical Power - Each converter shall deliver twenty-five watts
of electrical power at rated capacity.
(2) Structural Constraint - The structural envelope shall conform with
the constraints defined in JPL Drawing No. J-i18977-i.
(3} Cesium Reservoir - Each converter shall be equipped with an elec-
trically-heated cesium reservoir capable of establishing and main-
raining the optimum cesium vapor pressure at any converter orien-
tati on.
(4) Radiator and Collector Heater - Each converter shall incorporate a
fin-type radiator and electrical heater capable of establishing and
maintaining the optimum collector temperature. The radiator shall
be fabricated with excess radiative surface which can be reduced in
successive increments to obtain optimum collector temperature with-
out th_ aid of the electrical heater.
(5) Cavity_Adapter\ Four of the thermionic energy converters shall be
i
equipped with integral emitter-cavity refractory metal adapters as
detailed in JPL Drawing No. J-i18977-2. One converter shall be
equipped with an emitter cavity refractory metal adapter as de-
tailed in JPL Drawing No. J-I18977-3.
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(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
Generator Attachment Ring - Each thermionic energy converter
shall be equipped with an electrically insulated generator attach-
ment ring as detailed in JPLDrawingNo. J-i18977-i.
All converters shall be instrumented with platinum - platinum +
ten percent rhodium thermocouples as follows:
a. One as close as possible to the ceramic member of the metal-
to-ceramic vacuum seal.
b. Two,on the cesium reservoir as close as possible to the liquid-
vapor interface.
c. Two on the collector body as close as possible to the collector
surface opposite the emitter.
d. One on the radiator.
The thermionic energy converters shall be capable of withstanding
a minimum of twenty thermal cycles from room ambient to opera-
ring temperature. The half cycle from room ambient to operating
temperature shall not require more than fifteen minutes. Cool-
down will be accomplished by an abrupt termination of all heater
power when the converter is at operating temperature except that
the cesium reservoir heater may remain energized.
The emitter temperature shall not exceed two thousand degrees
Kelvin true temperature.
Each converter shall be equipped with a "black-body hole" suffi-
ciently near the emitter surface to permit an accurate pyrometer
measurement of emitter true temperature.
B Design Objectives
(i) Service Life - The service life of the thermionic energy converters
shall be not less than one year at rated capacity.
(2) Converter Efficiency - Converter efficiency shall be twenty percent
or greater, at rated capacity.
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C Drawings/Specifications
JPL Drawing Nos. J-118977-1,
ergy Thermionic Converter".
J-118977-2 and J-118977-3, "Solar En-
D Testing Requirements
(i) Minimum Electrical Testing_- Each converter shall be electrically
tested at operating temperature for a minimum of twenty hours prior
to delivery to JPL. Converter output current and voltage, collector
temperature, cesium reservoir temperature, metal-to-ceramic seal
temperature, and the electrical power supplied to all heaters shall
be measured continuously during the minimum electrical test period.
Emitter temperature shall be measured al least three times per
hour during the minimum test period.
(2) Maximum Operating Time Above Four Hundred Degrees Centi__grade
The operating time per converter above 400 ° Centigrade shall not ex-
ceed fifty hours prior to delivery to JPL.
(3) Current-Voltage Characteristics - The current-voltage characteris-
tics from 0.3 to 1.2 volts shall be obtained at the rated emitter tem-
perature with optimum cesium vapor pressure and collector tempera-
ture.
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SECTION II
CONVERTER DESIGN
A Introduction
RCA proposed to develop a converter operable at elevated temperatures
to deliver power densities equal to the maximum obtainable of the then,
current, State-of-the-Art at 2000 ° Kelvin. In order to accomplish this
objective RCA designed a unit within specific limitations of size and
geometry. The final design, as developed, is shown in Figure I.
B Overall Converter Design
The RCA Developmental Converter A-1270, as shown in cross-section in
Figure 2, was the result of compliance with the geometry and size limi-
tations as directed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratories. This design em-
ploys four major sub-assemblies as follows: 1. Emitter; 2. Collector;
3. Cesium Reservoir; and 4. Generator Support Ring.
(1) Emitter - Tantalum was selected as the basic material for the emit-
ter as a result of extensive evaluation of possible metals. Figure 3
shows the emitter sub-assembly and its components.
(2) Collector - The collector sub-assembly, a.s shown in Figure 4, em-
ployed a precise ratio of molybdenum-to-copper to obtain the correct
emitter-collector spacing by means of differential expansion tech-
niques.
(3) Cesium Reservoir - The requirements for successful operation in
any orientation of the cesium reservoir, and the maintenance of the
correct cesium temperature with auxiliary heaters, were met with-
out difficulty. The details of the cesium reservoir are shown in
Figure 5.
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FIGURE 1 - TWO VIEWS OF T H E  
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(4) Generator Support Ring - The generator support ring was isolated
electrically from the converter. It was designed as a ribbed frame-
work, a.s seen in Figure 6, to permit maximum open area for ade-
quate heat radiation from the inner converter parts.
The converter was thoroughly outgassed and exhausted at temperatures
above operating conditions prior to cesia.tion, in order to enhance life
expectancy and reliability.
C Specific Converter Design
The details of the construction of the major assemblies are the results of
a continuing program of refinement and modification.
(1) Emitter Subassembly - The emitter subassembly, as shown in Fig-
ure 3, consists of the one piece emitter-emitter lead, emitter sup-
port ring, ceramic insulator, and two strain isolation rings.
(a,) Emitter- Emitter Lead
The emitter was fabricated from tantalum in order to utilize the
low vapor pressure at the required operating temperature, to
prevent the evaporation of the surface material to other internal
converter components. When evaporation takes place at ele-
vated temperatures, components are weakened by the loss of ma-
terial, while those components on which the material condenses
become contaminated and thus reduce operating efficiency and
reliability. In an atmosphere of cesium, an emitter of tantalum
demonstrates excellent thermionic emission properties.
The emitter lead was also fabricated from tantalum utilizing its
favorable ratio of electrical-to-thermal conductivity and the re-
sultant mechanical simplicity of a one piece emitter-lead struc-
ture without the need of a high-temperature joint.
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However, tantalum has a limitation in that it reacts readily with
carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen or oxygen at elevated temperatures.
-5
By maintaining a vacuum better than 1.5 x 10 torr, impurities
were kept to very low levels so that this characteristic was not a
limiting factor.
The one piece emitter-emitter lead was machined from tantalum
rod into a cup with the required thickness on the end needed for
the emitter face, and a 0.012 inch wall. The 0. 012 inch wall was
reduced to 0. 008 inch and 0. 005 inch along the lead by a rolling
process. The varying wall thicknesses strengthened the lead at
points of maximum stress.
The calculation of the wall thickness of the emitter lead showed
that the theoretical optimum thickness was 0. 004 inch. From
experience, however, a minimum wall thickness of 0. 005 inch
was established in order to prevent failures due to crystal growth.
While not necessarily leading to failure, this condition makes the
structure more susceptible to stress cracking and intergranular
corrosion by undesired containments in the crystal boundaries.
Single crystals formed in'some instances as is evident from Fig-
ure 7. However, the increased thickness prevented failure.
The emitter surface was machined according to JPL Drawing No.
J-118977-2. A black body hole for optical pyrometer true-tem-
perature readings was located in the emitter side-wall. The ma-
chined surface of the emitter was sandblasted to improve its emis-
sivity, thereby increasing the efficiency of the emitter to absorb
more thermal radiation.
The inner surface of the emitter was machined flat within 0.0005
inch, and the emitter lead was held within 0. 0005 inch perpendicu-
larity with respect to the flat surface of the emitter, thereby insur-
ing a uniform emitter-collector spacing reference plane.
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FIGURE 7 - SINGLE CRYSTAL FORMATIONS 
(Tanta lum 0. 005 inch - Magnification X272) 
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(b) Emitter Support Ring
The emitter support ring was made from molybdenum because of
its compatibility With cesium. Its high-thermal conductivity made
it possible to distribute the thermal load uniformly around the emit-
ter lead, minimizing temperature differences and consequent mo-
tion due to thermal expansion.
The emitter support ring was brazed to the emitter lead with zir-
conium as a filler, since zirconium is one of the few materials
that will satisfactorily bond refractory metals.
After brazing, the emitter support ring was nickel plated taking
care not to contaminate the zirconium braze area or the emitter
lead with nickel, which diffuses undesirably into each of these
metals at the elevated temperatures encountered during converter
operation.
(c) Strain Isolation Rings
The nickel-plated, kovar, strain-isolation rings not only provided
flexible members to take up the thermally-induced stresses in the
ceramic-to-metal seals, but also provided low-thermal impedance
paths to the ceramic. This design prevented the temperature of
the ceramic from rising above a safe level during converter oper-
ation. The strain rings were nickel plated all over to prevent
grain bounding penetration of the solder.
(d) Ceramic Insulator
The ceramic provides an electrical insulating portion of the vacuum
envelope between the emitter and collector, so that power is not dis-
sipated but can be utilized externally through a load.
(e) Assemblying the Emitter Subassembly
The parts were assembled on a stainless steel brazing fixture to
achieve the desired parts concentricity and-brazed in vacuum using
copper as a filler.
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(2) Collector Subassembl_y_- The collector subassembly, as seen in Fig-
4, was the result of a calculated ratio of differential expansion to ob-
tain the correct emitter-collector spacing during converter operation.
The desired spacing was obtained by selecting the ratio of the length
of material in the copper base to that of the molybdenum head to uti-
lize the differences in thermal expansion of the collector assembly to
the emitter assembly.
(a) Molybdenum Head
Sintered molybdenu,m was used as the head of the collector sothat, in
conjunction with the cesium coverage during converter operation,
it would provide a very low effective work-function collector.
The molybdenum served as the low expansion part of the ratio of
materials needed to obtain the correct emitter-collector spacing.
Because of its high melting point, the molybdenum head prevented
the higher temperatures of short circuit converter operation from
melting the collector and short-circuiting the converter.
(b) Copper Base
Copper.was used for this component to provide the high-thermal-
expansion material inthe collector assembly needed to obtain the
desired collector-emitter spacing. Having a high-thermal con-
ductivity, copper also provided a low-thermal-impedance path
through the collector for the unused thermal power. This char-
acteristic aided in obtaining a minimal-area radiator fin to dis-
pose' of this power.
The copper base of the collector was machined with strain isola-
tion lands and moats to fit matching contours machined in the
molybdenum head. The lands permitted a good mechanical vac-
uum braze. The copper structure was sufficiently flexible to
absorb the stresses applied during contraction and expansion of
the joint.
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(3)
Four holes were placed in the outer copper land to permit proper
outgassing during the vacuum brazing of the assembly. Addi-
tional holes were added to the base to accommodate the thermo-
couple well, the collector lead, the cesium reservoir tubulation
and the exhaust line.
The surface of the collector head was machined flat to within
0. 0005 inch and perpendicular to the outside diameter of the col-
lector base to within 0. 0005 inch, to insure uniform emitter-
collector spacing. The collector was then machined to the re-
quired length to complement the overall dimension of the emitter
subassembly for that particular converter. The copper base of
the collector and the nicoro braze area was nickel plated to pre-
vent attack by cesium.
Cesi__umReser._voir__Subassembl____-The cesium reservoir subassembly
consisted of a nickel cup and base and a stainless steel tubing as
shown in Figure 5.
(a) Nickel Cup and Base
Nickel was selected for this application because of its compati-
bility with cesium and its high-thermal conductivity. The high-
conductivity insured proper temperature uniformity throughout
the reservoir.
(b) Stainless Steel Tubing
Stainless steel was used to permit the desired thermal isolation
from the collector to control the temperature of the cesium in-
dependently. The stainless steel tubing extended into the center
of the reservoir cup so that it's open end would remain above the
cesium liquid level in any orientation.
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(4)
(5)
(c) Assembly
The assembly was brazed with Nicrobraze 30 in a vacuum furnace.
Generator Support Ring Subassembly - The generator support ring sub-
assembly, as shown in Figure 5, was fabricaled to fulfill the purpose
of the program and electrically insulated from the converter. The
assembly consisted of the kovar support ring, rib and strain isola-
tion ring as one piece, insulation ceramic and a second kovar strain-
isolation ring.
(a) Insulating Ceramic
The ceramic provided electrical insulation of the converter from
its support.
(b) Kovar Support Ring
The kovar provided a high-thermal-impedance path which pre-
vented any significant thermal interaction between the converter
and its supports. The ribs were so located to permit the output
ceramic seal to effectively radiate its heat to space.
(c) Assembly
The parts were assembled on a stainless steel brazing fixture and
brazed with copper solder in a hydrogen atmosphere.
Converter Assembl_y-- The four subassemblies along with the radiator
fin, collector lead, exhaust line, as shown in Figure 8, and the ex-
ternal emitter lead were assembled and brazed with silver-copper eu-
tectic solder in a. vacuum furnace.
(a) Collector Lead
Copper was used for the collector lead to minimize the electrical
loss between the converter and its load.
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Collector Radiator Fin
i External Collector Lead
External Exhaust Tubing
FIGURE 8 - ADDITIONAL P_ARTS OF CONVERTER ASSEMBLY
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(b) Exhaust Line
The exhaust line also employed copper which is easily pinched-off
with an hydraulic press to form a leak-tight, cold-weld seal. The
high-thermal conductivity of copper permitted sufficient heat flow
from the collector to the pinch-off to insure operation at a temper-
ature in excess of the cesium reservoir to prevent undesired cesium
condensation.
After the final braze of the converter, the exhaust tubulation was
high-frequency-induction brazed to the converter with silver-copper
eutectic solder. A cesium capsule was placed in the tubing and the
tubing pinched- off.
(c) Collector Radiator Fin
The collector radiator fin was a one-piece copper cone designed to
fit as its smaller end onto the base of the collector. The fin was
treated with a silicone-aluminum 1 coating of high-thermal emis-
sivity to obtain maximum radiation .effectiveness. Holes were
placed in the fin for the attachment af the fin heater.
(d} Radiation Fin Heater
The radiator fin was wrapped with a heater made from No. 22 Ni-
chrome V wire covered with ceramic beads. Stainless steel straps
bolted to the fin held the heater in place.
(e) Cesium Reservoir Heater
The cesium reservoir heater was made by wrapping beaded No. 22
Nichrome V wire around a nickel cup. Stainless steel straps spot-
welded to the cup held the heater in place. This cup was then slipped
over the reservoir and held in place by bending the stainless steel
straps over the cesium reservoir base. The reasons for choosing
a radiation type heater are as follows:
1U. S. Patent No. 2, 891,879 assigned to Westinghouse.
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(6)
1. RCA felt it important not to make the heater an integral part
of the converter so that it might be easily removed and replaced.
2. By using a radiation type heater, the ultimate application of the
converter is more readily demonstrated.
Exhausting and Cesiation - The converter was thoroughly exhausted at
elevated temperatures prior to cesiation and pinch-off from the vac-
uum system.
(a) Exhausting
The 15rocedure for exhausting the converter required the use of a.
dual-vacuum system. One system, employing an oil diffusion
pump with appropriate baffling, was used to evacuate the conver-
ter proper. The second system, also employing a.n oil diffusion
pump with appropriate baffling, was a vacuum chamber which
served to simulate the space environment outside of the conver-
ter. It thus provided protection of the converter from the atmos-
phere, the proper conditions for radiation of the rejected heat
from the converter and for operation of the electron-bombardment
heat source.
The converter was mounted in the test chamber, connected to its
exhaust manifold, and pumping started. While the converter pump-
down was proceeding, thermocouples were placed on the metal-to-
ceramic seal, collector fin. cesium reservoir and in the collector
well. The converter emitter was grounded to provide a safe re-
turn path for the electron-bombardment power. The cesium reset-:
voir and collector fin heaters were attached to vacuum feed-throughs.
The bakeout heater was attached to an electrical feed-through and
placed around the exhaust tubulation, cesium capsule appendage
and exhaust manifold section. The black, body hole in the emitter
side wall was positioned to observe temperature through the heat
shields. High voltage to ground insulation was checked as well as
continuity of the radiator-fin, cesium-reservoir and bombardment
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(b)
tion was pinched off completing the cesiation process.
verter was then ready for test.
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heaters and the thermocouples. A glass bell jar was installed
to close the chamber and pumping was started.
Both exhaust systems were pumped to a pressure of 50 microns
or less and bake-out started on the "molecular sieve" high-vac-
uum traps. After an initial rise the pressure returned to its
original level or less. The diffusion pumps were then activa±ed.
-4
When the pressure dropped into the 10 tort range, bake-out of
the exhaust manifolding and cesium line was started. After a
brief 'pressure rise, heating of the converter to 400 ° Centigrade
was intitiated. The entire system, including the converter, was
kept at 400 ° Centigrade for approximately one hour. At this time,
both "molecular sieve" traps were cooled to room temperature
where their effectiveness in trapping hydrocarbons is high. When
the traps had reached 200 ° Centigrade, cooling of the manifolding
was started. When the "molecular sieve" traps and manifolding
were cool, liquid -_* ...... ,_A • _ .........,,_ u_en was a.vv,,_,., to a trap in the ..... +'_'_
system as a further safe-guard. The exhaust tubing and cesium
appendage were maintained a.t 400 ° Centigrade and the converter
temperature raised slowly until all points were at a temperature
in excess of their normal operating condition. The emitter was
-5
raised to 2000 ° Centigrade. A maximum pressure limit of 10
torr was observed during this process. This condition was main-
tained for at least one hour until the pressure had dropped to a
stable level. The converter was then cooled, the bell jar re-
moved, and the converter pinched-off from the vacuum system.
-8
The pressure a* pinch-off was typically 2 x 10 torr.
Cesiation
The cesium capsule was crushed to admit cesium to the converter.
The tubulation was heated to a temperature of 350 ° Centigrade for
five minutes to drive the cesium into the converter where it con-
densed. The heater tape was then removed and the cesium tubula-
The con-
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SECTION III
.PROBLEM AREAS
A Introduction
During the course of developmental projects, the initial design is revised
through a continuing program of investigation, modification and refine-
ment. The achievement of the program objectives requires the solution
of specific problems and the selection of the most effective techniques.
The development of a converter for Jet Propulsion Laboratories was
typical of this pattern.
B Problem Areas
Emphasis of effort was required in several areas of investigatioa as de-
tailed below.
(1) Emitter Assembl_ Braze - The emitte r lead-to-emitter support ring
braze joint required the selection of a Satisfactory brazing alloy.
(2) Emitter-Lead Embrittlement - The embrittlement of the tantalum
emitter lead due to crystal growth and hydrocarbon attack required
changes in design and processing.
(3) Collector Assembly - The braze between the copper base and the molyb-
denum head presented difficulties to guarantee both a vacuum-tight seal
and a mechanically strong joint which would withstand the thermal ex-
pansion difference between copper and molybdenum.
By changing the design of the collector radiator fin from radial to a
one-piece cone the mass of the collector was reduced and the effective
radiator area increased.
(4) Cesium Reservoir - The change in the radiator fin increased the ther-
mal power to the cesium reservoir and required a compensation to op-
timize the reservoir temperature.
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(5) Converter Slump - After ten to fifteen hours of operation several of
the converters tested slumped from the original power output.
C Specific Details of Problem Solutions
(1) Emitter Assembly Braze
(a) Problem
Considerable difficulty was encountered in the selection of a suit-
able brazing alloy for brazing the tantalum emitter lead to the
molybdenum emitter support. Initial brazing tests using Nicro-
braz 3 0 as the filler were partially successful. However, it was
not possible in practice to prevent excessive alloying with the tan-
talum and resultant embrittled and leaky joints. Attempts to use
pure copper as the filler were also unsuccessful because of the
need to nickel plate the tantalum to obtain good wetting. The
plating proved unreliable. Pure nickel, nickel-molybdenum eu-
tectic and nickel-niobium eutectic mixtures were also unsuccess-
ful because of an excessive alloying with the molybdenum. Figure
9 shows the intergranular cracking of the molybdenum typical of
these brazes.
(b) Solution
A successful procedure was established utilizing zirconium as the
brazing filler alloy. The braze was carried out at 1770 ° Centi-
grade in vacuum. The quantity of zirconium was kept to a mini-
mum. The.solut.ion reactions, with the structural materials,
were carried to completion to prevent the subsequent formation of
lower melting eutectic compositions.
(c) Suggested Improvement
A further improvement will result from the substitution of elec-
tron-beam welding to eliminate entirely the necessity of filler ma-
terial.
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Molybdenum Support Ring  
\ 
B r a z e  F i l l e r h  
Photograph t aken  of c racking  of molybdenum n e a r  the  tan ta-  
lum e m i t t e r  b r a z e  joint a t  38. 8 magnif icat ion.  
FIGURE 9 - EXAMPLE OF STRESS IN MOLYBDENUM 
F i n a l  Techn ica l  Repor t  
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(2) Emitter Lead Embrittlement
(a) Problem
A serious problem encountered in the fabrication process was
the embrittlement of the tantalum emitter lead as shown in Fig-
ure 10. Four converters failed because of cracks and subsequent
leaks from this cause. One of these was shown to be due to a
water leak in the vacuum bell jar. However, analysis of the re-
maining three such converters showed strong evidence of hydro-
carbon reaction during the exhaust cycle.
(b) Solution
The operation of the exhaust equipment was revised to prevent
any hydrocarbons from reaching the tantalum while at elevated
temperatures. Both internal and external vacuum systems were
-4
maintained at pressures below 10 tort throughout bake-out and
-5
below 10 tort subsequent to bake-out. The heating cycle of the
"molecular sieve" traps was modified to improve their effective-
ness during converter outgassing. A liquid-nitrogen trap was
added to the converter pumping line as an additional barrier to
the back-streaming of diffusion pump oil vapor.
The analysis showed that the cracking of the emitter lead wall was
confined to the more hightly stressed points directly above the joint
to the support ring. To improve reliability without degrading con-
verter performance, the emitter lead wall was increased in this
area and reduced to the 0.005 inch wall in steps as shown in Fig-
bre 11.
No further incidence of this problem occurred. The action taken
appears adequate.
(3) Collector
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FIGURE 10 - TWO EXAMPLES O F  HYDROCARBON ATTACK 
O N  TANTALUM EMITTER WALL 
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_ Initial
* " 1 Intermediate
* " " 1 Final
FIGURE 11 - EVOLUTION OF EMITTER LEAD
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(4)
(a) Problem
The initial collector braze between the molybdenum head and the
copper base was unsatisfactory. Tests were made using Nicro-
braz 1 3 0, and a nickel tubing as shown in the cross-section of
Figure 12. However, in actual converter construction consistent
difficulty was encountered in obtaining vacuum-tight joints. Poor
braze quality and separation of the parts due to expansion of the
nickel were both shown to exist.
(b) Solution
The nickel tubing was removed. The molybdenum head was ma-
chined so lands in the copper base would partially fit into the
molybdenum moat leaving a small area for the braze to fill (Fig-
ure 13). Tight tolerances were held so the thermal expansion
would help make the braze. Nicoro was substitured for the Nicro-
braz.
(c) Suggested Improvement
The substitution of a one piece, all copper collector, is proposed
eliminating the joint under discussion. Added benefits would im-
prove converter weight as described below.
Rejection of Collector Heat
(a) Problem
Tests of the first converter showed that the heat rejection charac-
teristics of the radiator were marginal.
(b) Solution
By reducing the length of the thermal path in the collector and in-
corporating a conical, one-piece fin the efficiency of the radiator
was increased. A worthwhile reduction in mass also resulted.
The radiator emissivity was improved with the addition of a black
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FIGURE 1 2  - INITIAL COLLECTOR BRAZE 
FIGURE 13 - FINAL COLLECTOR BRAZE 
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(c)
coating. Aquadag was used at first, but was replaced in later
converters with a more adherent, stable, silicone-aluminum
coating.
Suggested Improvement
A substantial increase in radiator effectiveness and reduction in
converter weight would result from the use of an all copper col-
lector.
(5)
(6)
Cesium Reservoir Assembly_.
(a) Problem
The equilibrium temperature of the cesium reservoir in the first
converter was somewhat higher than desired, and limited test flex-
ibility particularly at high collector and radiator temperatures.
(b) Solution
(c)
A shield was designed to protect the cesium reservoir from radi-
ated heat. This modification together with the revised fin design
resulted in the desired operating condition which required heater
power to maintain correct reservoir temperature at all times.
Suggested Improvement
The current solution is considered adequate.
__De_gradation of Converter Performance
(a) Problem
The slumping of converter power output after several hours opera-
tion was a serious problem. Of the seven converters which were
operated for the twenty hour period, four slumped. In one case a
vacuum leak was shown to be the cause. The remaining three
were very similar in beha:vior. After initially producing approxi-
mately 24 watts of power output, the converters operated ten to
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(b)
(c)
fifteen hours at a relatively constant level and then began to de-
teriorate. During this slumping period the output dropped to ap-
proximately 15 watts while the emitter temperature remained un-
changed and the collector temperature rose while the power input
was maintained at an approximately constant level. It was noted
that in at least one case the deterioration was proportionally
greater at the high-current end of the volt ampere curve than at
the high-voltage end. It is felt that different ionization mechan-
isms may prevail at these points: the "Ball-of-Fire" arc mode
in the high-current region and the contact ionization mode in the
high-voltage region. If a difference in effect does exist between
the modes, the cause may well lie in the plasma, since a change
in work function would affect the two modes similarly.
it has been shown in previous work at RCA that the presence of
certain gases can interfere with the photon trapping essential to
the "Ball-of-Fire" operation and cause slumping. The presence
of such a gas could also account for! the increased heat transfer
between emitter and collector as described.
Solution
Several steps were taken to alleviate the problem. Higher tem-
peratures were used during the original firing of the parts and
during exhaust the temperature at which the converter parts were
processed was higher than any during converter operation.
Suggested Improvement
Higher exhaust processing temperatures should be employed for
even longer periods of time. A cesium "still" should be intro-
duced during the exhaust process to allow actual converter opera-
tion while removing any gases released. Mass spectrometer mea-
surements should be carried out to determine the identity of gases
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released in the converter. Converters which show slumping out-
put should be opened, re-exhausted and recesiated. Many con-
verters thus reprocessed at RCA have shown marked improve-
ment. Materials, such as tantalum, which are likely to getter
and give up gases as temperatures change should be avoided
where possible.
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SECTION IV
TEST DATA
A Introduction
After exhaust and cesiation, the converter was tested in the same vacuum
chamber used for exhaust. The converter was optimized at a load point
and a D.C. load curve was taken from 0.3 volts to 1.2 volts. The output
of the converter was reoptimized and the twenty hours life test started,
The test data presented covers the information observed from the five con-
verters shipped to JPL and two additional converters of initially high power
output in which degradation was seen.
B Overall Test Procedures and Data
(1) Preparation for Converter Test
(a) Preliminary
The converter was set-up in the vacuum chamber, as seen in Fig-
ure 14, being held in place by a base plate and three clamps, as
seen in Figure 15. Thermocouples and leads were checked and the
system was evacuated.
(b) Warm Up of the Converter
-5
When the pressure in the environmental system was in the 10
torr range, the converter was gradually heated and the optimum
cesium reservoir collector temperatures determined.
(2) Load Curve
After the converter was optimized,
volts was taken.
a D.C. load curve from 0.3 to 1.2
(3) History. of the Converters
The construction, relating to material and brazA_vg alloys, output data
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FIGURE 14 - CONVERTER BEING PREPARED FOR TEST 
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FIGURE 15 - CONVERTER SUPPORT ASSEMBLY 
F i n a l  Techn ica l  Repor t  
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(4)
and final conditions of the eighteen converters fabricated for the sub-
ject program will be detailed.
Test Data
The output characteristic of seven pertinent converters had been pre-
pared in detail.
C Specific Testing of Converters
(1) Set-Up of_Converter
The converter was tested in the same vacuum environment used for ex-
haust procedures as shown in Figure 14. It was held in place by three
stainless steel fingers clamping the generator support ring to a stain-
less steel baseplate, as seen in Figure 15. The baseplate was made
variable in its vertical position so the outer surface of the emitter
could be positioned as desired with respect to the electron bombard-
ment heater.
The six thermocouples and the leads to the cesium reservoir and fin
heaters were then placed on the converter and spot welded to the feed-
throughs. The voltage and current leads were connected to the conver-
ter with the emitter grounded to provide a safe return for the electron
bombardment power.
The black body hole in the emitter was aligned with holes in the heat
shields around the heater. The high-voltage leads were inspected for
shorts to ground. The continuity of the thermocouples and heaters was
verified.
(2) Warm-Up of Converter
The environmental system was evacuated to a pressure in the 10 -5
torr range which was maintained throughout the testing period.
At that vacuum, the electron bombardment filamentary heater
(thoriated tungsten) was energized. When t he temperature of the
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(3)
heater reached 2000 ° Kelvin, the high voltage was applied and heating
of the converter emitter started. At the same time, a current of ap-
proximately three amperes was passed through the cesium reservoir
heater.
The emitter temperature was raised by increasing the bombardment
power until all temperatures were sufficient to produce an open cir-
cuit voltage of 2.5 volts. The converter was then connected to a vari-
able electrical load set at approximately the optimum value.
The emitter was then heated to an equilibrium temperature of approxi-
mately 1700 ° Centigrade, off-setting the rising electron cooling of the
emitter with increased bombardment power.
From this point, the cesium reservoir temperature was varied up and
down until an optimum pressure was determined. The load was then
varied to find the optimum load point keeping the cesiumpressure con-
stant. When the optimum load was found, the cesium pressure was
again optimized.
Load Curve
The load curve was then taken by varying the load from optimum to
open circuit condition and back to optimum load. The emitter tempera-
ture was maintained constant by adjusting the bombardment heater power.
Then the load was decreased to the short circuit condition. The emitter
temperature was not allowed to drop below 1700 ° Centigrade during this
operation at low load resistance in order to insure against accidental
contact with the collector as it expanded due to its increased thermal
dissipation. Pertinent data are presented in Table I through VI for per-
tinent converters at three load points on the load curve.
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TABLE I
TEST DATA SHEET FOR RCA CONVERTER A-1270
SERIAL NUMBER 6
Temperatures Open Circuit Optimum Short Circuit
Temitter 1700 ° C 1695 ° C 1700 ° C
Tcollector 637 ° C 765 ° C 820 ° C
Tcesium reservoir 265 ° C 340 ° C 385 ° C
Tceramic seal 400 ° C 460 ° C 435 ° C
Tfin 310 ° C 425 ° C 350 ° C
Input Power
Ef
If
E b
I b
I
as
7.0 volts 6. 95
35.0 amps 34. 5
950.0 volts 1000.0
0.26 _ amp 0.31
2.7 amps 3.0
volts 7.0 volts
amps 35.0 amps
volts 1125.0 volts
amp 0.32 amp
amps 2.9 amps
Output
E
0
I
0
P
0
1.35 volts 0. 66
2.5 amps 34.0
3.3 watts 22. 5
volts
amps
watts
0.28 volts
70.0 amps
19.6 watts
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TABLE II
TEST DATA SHEET FOR RCA CONVERTER Ao1270
SERIAL NUMBER 11
Temperatures Open Circuit Optimum Short Circuit
Temitter 1705 ° C 1720 ° C 1710 ° C
Tcollector 543 ° C 675 ° C 733 ° C
Tcesium Reservoir 370 ° C 378 ° C 379 ° C
Tceramic Seal 400 ° C 435 ° C 429 ° C
Tfin 310 ° C 346 ° C 345 ° C
Input Power
Ef
E b
I
cs
8. 1 volts 8. 1
37.0 amps 37.0
760.0 volts 830.0
0.28 amps 0.32
3.0 amps 3.0
volts
amps
volts
amps
amps
8.1
37.0
880.0
0.35
2.8
volts
amps
volts
amps
amps
Output
E
O
I
O
P
O
1.2 volts 0.52
2.5 amps 21,5
3.0 watts 11.2
volts
amps
watt s
O. 23
45.5
10.4
volts
amps
watts
I
I
I
I
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TABLE III
TEST DATA SHEET FOR RCA CONVERTER A-1270
SERIAL NUMBER 12
Temperatures Open Circuit Optimum Short Circuit
Temitter 1707 ° C 1720 ° C 1710 ° C
Tcollector 605 ° C 795 ° C 835 ° C
Tcesium reservoir 384 ° C 400 ° C 392 ° C
\,
Tceramic seal 410 ° C 485 ° C 460 ° C
Tfin 390 ° C 435 ° C 435 ° C
Input Power
Ef
If
E b
I
CS
7.0 volts 7.0
34.0 amps 34.0
760.0 volts 940.0
0.28 amps 0.35
2.9 amps 3.0
volts
amps
volts
amps
amps
7.0
34.0
940.0
0.36
2.9
volts
amps
volts
amps
amps
Output
E
O
I
O
P
O
1. 20 volts 0.49
5. 2 amps 48. 8
6. 3 watts 23. 9
volts
amps
watts
0.33
62.0
20.4
volts
amps
watts
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TABLE IV
TEST DATA SHEET FOR RCA CONVERTER A-1270
SERIAL NUMBER 14
Temperatures Open Circuit Optimum Short Circuit
Temitter 1715 ° C 1711 ° C 1700 ° C
Teolleetor 598 ° C 805 ° C 930 ° C
Tcesium reservoir 387 ° C 390 ° C 390 ° C
Tceramic seal 427 ° C 470 ° C 480 ° C
Tfin 330 ° C 365 ° C 375 ° C
Input Power
Ef
If
E b
Ib
I
as
7.7 volts 7. 6 volts
35.0 amps 35.5 amps
920.0 volts 1030.0 volts
0.25 amps 0.30 amps
3.0 amps 3. 1 amps
7.7
35.5
1070.0
0.31
3.0
volts
amps
volts
amps
amps
Output
E
O
I
O
P
o
1.2 volts 0. 68
7.0 amps 35.0
8.4 watts 23.8
volts
amps
watts
0.35
55.0
19.3
volts
amps
watts
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TABLE V
TEST DATA SHEET FOR RCA CONVERTER A-1270
SERIAL NUMBER 15
Temperatures Open Circuit Opt im um Short Circuit
Temitter 1700 ° C 1720 ° C 1710 ° C
Tcollector 545 ° C 790 ° C 830 ° C
Tcesium reservoir 388 ° C 390 ° C 405 ° C
Tceramic seal 415 ° C 470 ° C 470 ° C
Tfin 310 ° C 355 ° C 355 ° C
Input Power
Ef
If
E b
I
as
7. 6 volts 7. 6 volts
35.0 amps 35.0 amps
890.0 volts 1100.0 volts
0.25 amps 0.30 amps
3. 2 amps 3.0 amps
7.6
35.0
1120.0
0.35
3.2
volts
amps
volts
amps
amps
Output
E
O
I
O
P
O
1. 20 volts 0. 61
5.0 amps 40.0
6.0 watts 24. 4
volts
amps
watts
0.38
62.0
23.5
volts
amps
watts
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TABLE VI
TEST DATA SHEET FOR RCA CONVERTER A-1270
SERIAL NUMBER 16
Temperatures Open Circuit Opt im um Short Circuit
Temitter 1725 ° C 1720 ° C 1725 ° C
Tcollector 600 ° C 820 ° C 820 ° C
Tcesium reservoir 385 ° C 395 ° C 390 ° C
Tceramic seal 420 ° C 470 ° C 515 ° C
Tfin 300 ° C 330 ° C 350 ° C
Input Power
Ef
If
E b
I b
I
aS
7.7 volts 7.7
35.0 amps 35.0
1000.0 volts 1160.0
0. 245 amps 0. 290
2.9 amps 3.0
volts
amps
volts
amps
amps
7.7
35.0
1190.0
0.310
2.7
volts
amps
volts
amps
amps
Output
E
O
I
O
P
O
1. 18 volts 0. 65 volts 0.35
8.5 a mps 43.0 amps 58.5
10.0 watts 28.0 watts 20.4
volts
amps
watts
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(4) Converter Histori'es
The final converter design had an effective emitter area of 2.07 square
centimeters and an emitter-collector spacing of approximately 0. 002
inch. The emitter-collector spacing was determined for the optimum
operating conditions. Variation in output current resulted in a change
in collector temperature and changed the spacing. The spacing was
obtained by the difference in the differential expansion of the emitter
and collector. In short circuit operation the spacing was greater than
optimum.
(a) Standardized Construction Techniques
The ceramic seal braze of the emitter employed copper as a stan-
dard filler.
The copper collector base and Nicoro braze joints-Were nickel
plated.
The generator support ring sub-asSembly was brazed with copper
and the cesium reservoir assembly was brazed with Nicrobraz 30.
The first four converters were constructed with a very large cop-
per collector base and radial radiator fins. The remaining con-
verters had a much smaller collector base and a one-piece cone-
shaped radiator fin. All of the fins were hydroblasted to raise
their emissivity and converters, Serial Numbers 11 and 12, had
a coating of Aquadag sprayed on the fin to improve its emissivity.
The Aquadag often peeled during testing. The remaining conver-
ters were treated with a high-emissivity silicone-aluminum coat-
ing. Unless otherwise noted, the power output figures given were
obtained at emitter temperatures of slightly less than 2000 ° Kelvin.
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(b) Specific Construction Details
Each converter incorporated certain individual construction de-
tails which are itemized below and referenced to converter serial
numbers:
(I) The tantalum emitter was brazed to the molybdenum support
with Nicrobraz 30. The converter leaked after brazing. The
leak was sealed with copper. The collector assembly em-
ployed nickel tubing and Nicrobraz 130 as described in Section
iII, above. This assembly also leaked. The overall conver-
ter assembly was continued however in order to obtain fabrica-
tion, spacing and temperature distribution information.
Final converter was brazed with Nicrobraz. The converter
was used for spacing tests between emitter and collector. No
definite spacing was determined with the cathetometer. The
unit was electrically shorted at all times and therefore scrapped.
(2) The tantalum emitter was brazed to the molybdenum support
with Nicrobraz 30. The joint leaked. The leak was sealed with
copper during ceramic seal braze.
The molybdenum head-to-copper base junction, employing
nickel tubing, was brazed with Nicrobraz 130. The molybden-
um head was nickel plated. The collector was damaged and
brazed area leaked. The assembly was completed to gain fur-
ther information.
The final converter was brazed with Nicrobraz L.M. The
converter was used for spacing tests. Spacings of 0. 002 inch
to 0. 008 inch between emitter and collector, depending on
electrode temperatures, was observed with a cathetometer.
The converter was scrapped.
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(3) The tantalum emitter was brazed to the molybdenum sup-
port with copper.
The molybdenum head was brazed to the copper base em-
ploying nickel tubing and using Nicoro. The molybdenum
was also nickel plated.
The converter assembly was brazed with silver-copper eu-
tectic solder. The emitter-collector spacing was approxi-
mately 0. 003 inch under optimum operating conditions, The
output was 5.2 watts at 0.41 volt and 12.7 amperes. The
collector shorted to the emitter after five hours of opera-
tion. Analysis showed nickel deposits onthe tantalum emit-
ter. The converter was scrapped,
(4) The tantalum emitter was brazed to the molybdenum sup-
port wltu copper. The junction leaked. The leak was sealed
with Nicoro brazing material,
The molybdenum head was brazed to the copper base em-
ploying nickel tubing with Nicoro.
The final converter assembly was brazed with silver-copper
eutectic solder.
The emitter-collector spacing was approximately 0. 005 inch
at operating conditions, The output was 10.5 watts at 0.92
volt and 11.5 amperes. An output of 19. 7 watts was achieved
at an emitter temperature of 1850 ° Centigrade. The unit is
in storage after 25 hours of test,
(5) The tantalum emitter was brazed to the molybdenum support
using copper as a filler.
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The molybdenum collector was brazed to the copper base
employing nickel tubing with Nicoro.
The final converter was brazed with silver-copper eutectic
solder. The unit leaked on exhaust at the copper braze in
the emitter sub-assembly. The converter was analyzed
and then scrapped.
(6) The tantalum emitter was brazed to the molybdenum sup-
port with nickel-molybdenum eutectic solder.
The molybdenum head of the collector was brazed to the
copper base employing nickel tubing and using Nicoro.
The final converter was brazed with silver-copper eutectic
solder. The emitter collector spacing was approximately
0. 002 inch at operating conditions. The output was 22. 5
watts at 0. 66 volt and 34 amperes. An output of 25.9 watts
at 0.7 volt and 37 amperes was achieved at an emitter tem-
perature of 1750 ° Centigrade. After twenty-one hours of
test, the unit was shipped.
The remaining twelve converters had the same type of collector
braze. The nickel tubing was eliminated and an additional moat
was machined in the molybdenum head to give a better seal when
brazed with Nicoro.
(7) The tantalum emitter was brazed to the molybdenum support
with copper.
The final converter was brazed with silver-copper eutectic
solder. The emitter lead was damaged on exhaust. The
converter was scrapped after analysis.
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(8)
(lO)
(ii)
The Fansteel 60 emitter was brazed to the molybdenum sup-
port with copper.
The final converter was brazed with silver-copper eutectic
solder. The emitter lead was damaged on exhaust. The con-
verter was scrapped after analysis.
(9) The tantalum emitter was brazed with zirconium.
The final converter was brazed with silver-copper eutectic
solder. The spacing was approximately 0. 002 inch under
operating conditions. An output of 13.9 watts was obtained
at 0.59 volt and 23 amperes. The emitter lead became em-
brittled and leaked after five hours operation duelo external
hydrocarbon attack of the emitter lead. The converter was
scrapped after analysis.
The tantalum emitter was brazed with zirconium.
The final converter was brazed with silver-copper eutectic
solder. The spacing was approximately 0. 002 inch under
operating conditions. An output of 18.7 watts was obtained
at O. 58 volt and 32.5 amperes. The emitter lead became
embrittled and leaked after four hours of operation due to
internal hydrocarbon attack of emitter lead, The converter
was scrapped after analysis.
The 0. 012 inch thick wall at the base of the tantalum emitter
lead was extended from 0. 060 inch to 0. 125 inch length and
brazed with zirconium.
The final converter was brazed with silver-copper eutectic
solder. The spacing was approximately 0.002 inch under
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operating conditions. An output of 20.4 watts was obtained
at 0.68 volt and 30 amperes. The output slumped after fifteen
hours of operation. The converter was shipped after twenty
hours of operation.
(12) The tantalum emitter lead of 0. 012 inch was further extended
and the thickness of 0. 008 inch for 0. 125 inch was maintained
before the 0. 005 inch wall was fabricated.
The emitter-support ring was made with zirconium. The fi-
nal converter was brazed with silver-copper eutectic solder.
The spacing was approximately 0. 0015 inch under operating
conditions. An output of 23. 9 watts was obtained at 0.49
volt and 48.75 amperes. The unit was tested for twenty-five
ha,,rs _rindthen shipped.
Converter Serial Number 12 was the only unit built with the flat
emitter surface, JPL Drawing Number 111977-3. The final six
converters were assembled in the same manner as Serial Number
12, except as noted below.
(13) The spacing was approximately 0. 002 inch. An output of 24.6
watts was obtained at 0. 625 volt and 39. 6 amperes. The con-
verter slumped after twenty hours of operation. In the pro-
cess of recesiation, a collector leak developed. The conver-
ter was scrapped.
(14) The spacing was approximately 0. 002 inch. An output of 23.6
v_atts was obtained at 0.67 volt and 35 amperes. After a twenty-
five hour test, the converter was shipped.
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(5)
(15) The spacing was approximately 0. 002 inch. An output of
24.4 watts was obtained at 0. 61 volt and 40 amperes. An
output of 25. 2 watts was achieved at a.n emitter temperature
of 1735 ° Centigrade. The unit then slumped to 14 watts.
However, the converter was shipped after twenty-two hours
of testing.
(16) The spacing was approximately 0. 002 inch. An output of 28
watts was obtained at 0.65 volt and 43 amperes. The con-
verter slumped to 16 watts after twenty hours. The original
copper braze of the ceramic leaked and was sealed with
silver-copper eutectic solder during final converter braze.
The converter was decesiated and re-exhausted, but during
re-exhaust a leak developed at the ceramic seal. The cor_
verier was scrapped.
Test Data
Converters, Serial Numbers 6 and 11 through 16, were tested.
were compiled into volt-ampere and volt-power curves.
Data
In addition to the standard meters for observing voltage and power, the
temperature was closely controlled and monitored.
The electron-bombardment heater, as detailed on print 344-14078,
was shielded to improve the heat transfer to the emitter. The spacing
between the heater and the face of the emitter varied between 0. 150
inch and 0. 200 inch. Optical pyrometers (Leeds & Northrup, Catalogue
No. 8622-C) were checked against standards and the correction applied
in use. The temperature correction for reading through the bell jar
was measured and found to be approximately 15 ° at 1700 ° Centigrade.
This correction was also applied in determining true operating temper-
atures.
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The continuous temperature of the emitter was observed with a ra-
diation pyrometer (Radiation Electronics Company Type Thermodot,
Model TD-6, Radiation Thermometer).
The data obtained from the thermocouples and the cesium reservoir
and collector heaters together with voltage output, current output and
emitter temperature were continuously recorded with a Honeywell-
Brown Electronic Recorder (Model No. Y153X89-(C)-II-W7-16).
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Operating Cond itions ' Test Data
Temitter
T
collector
T
cesium
1715°C
750°C
375°C
E - Volts
O
0. 28
0.42
0. 58
0.66
0.73
0.81
0. 89
0.92
1.28
1.35
I - Amps
O
70.0
44. 5
37.2
34.0
25.0
20.5
11.2
10.5
2.5
2.5
P - Watts
O
19.6
19.1
21.6
22.5
18.3
16.6
10.0
9.7
3.2
3.3
6O
01
0
0
<
!
0
_ 40
0
%
%
0
0
d
a 20
0
"l:J
°r-I
0
\
i.. \
o \
o
D
\
\
'5,
eo_
\
0 4 .8 1.2
Output Voltage E - Volts
' O
3O
2O
10
_0
J
t%
v
O
O
O
o"
m
O
0
VOLT-AMPERE CURVE, VOLT-POWER CURVE
THERMIONIC CONVERTER
TYPE A-1270, SERIAL NUMBER 6
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Operat in K C ond it ions
Temitte r 1715°C
Tcollecto r 650°C
T 375°C
cesium
Test Data
E -Volts I - Amps P - Watts
0 0 0
0. 23 45.5 i0.4
0.42 26.5 ii. i
0. 52 21.5 ii.2
0. 63 16.0 i0. i
0. 69 13.0 9.0
0.77 9.5 7.3
0.87 5.5 4.8
1.00 5.0 4.5
1.10 3.8 4.2
1.20 2.5 3.0
g?
O
O
<
!
O
(1)
%
%
L)
4_
O
d
>
%
CO
"O
,r-t
O
CO
6O
4O
2O
0
0 .4 .8
0
.2
Output Voltage, E - Volts
0
E VOLT- POWER CURVEVOLT-AMPERE CIIFgV ,
TItERMIONIC CONVERTEF[
TYPE A-1270, SERIAL NUMBER 11
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30
20
10
0
+-a
!
O
O
%
o
O
d
>
O
_O
(D
.I=
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Oper'a'i'ing Conditions Test Data
T 1725°C
emitter
T 750°C
collector
T 385°C
cesium
E - Volts
O
0.33
0.49
0. 63
0.70
0.79
0.92
1.01
1.12
i. 20
I - Amps
O
62.0
48.8
34.0
31.0
23.5
17.5
9.5
7.0
5.2
P - Watts
O
20.4
23. 9
21.4
21.7
18.6
16.1
9.6
7.8
6.3
_D
<
!
O
($
O
4
>
O
"U
°,-4
O
6O
4O
2O
o,x°
\
\
\o
\
\
\ \
ok
,,q
\
.4 .8
Output Voltage, E - Volts
O
1.2
VOLT-AMPERE CURVE, VOLT-POWER CURVE
THERMIONIC CONVERTER
TYPE A-1270, SERIAL NUMBER 12
3O
2O
I0
0
In
!
O
+J
O
O
4
_9
-C
_n
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Op erating C ond itions
Temitte r 1720°C
Tcollecto r 725°C
T 385°C
cesium
E
O
Test Data
- Volts
0.30
O. 60
O. 63
0.66
0.72
0.89
0.92
0.96
1.00
1.04
1.15
1. 23
I - Amps;
0
46.0
40.0
39.6
37.0
33.0
21.5
17.0
13.5
i0.0
9.5
8.0
6.5
P - Watts
0
13 8
24 0
24 6
24 3
23 7
19 2
15 6
13 0
10 0
9.8
9.4
8.0
(D
0
<
!
0
_9
0
©
d
>
%
0
2
6O
4O
2O
t
/
/
\
\o
\
.--....
0 .4 .8
Output Voltage, E - Volts
o
VOLT-AMPERE CURVE, VOLT-POWER CURVE
THERMIONIC CONVEHTER
TYPE A-1270, SERIAL NUMBER 13
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Test DataOperating C onditions
Temitte r 1720°C
Tcollecto r 750°C
T 385°C
cesium
E - Volts
0
0.35
0.48
0. 62
0.68
0.72
0.75
0.86
1.03
1.12
1. 20
I - Amps
O
55.0
46.5
37.5
35.0
29.5
28.0
21.5
11.5
9.5
7.0
P - Watts
O
19 3
22 3
23 6
23 8
21 2
21 0
18 5
11 9
10 6
8.4
o
!
O
(19
©
d
O
"O
.,--4
O
_D
6O
4O
20
\
Oo\
\\
%o
\
0
.4 .8
Output Voltage, E - Volts
O
1.2
3O
2O
10
+_
!
O
©
O
O
d
O
O
c_
VOLT-AMPERE CURVE, VOLT-POWER CURVE
TItERMIONIC CONVERTER
TYPE A-1270, SERIAL NUMBER 14
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Operating Condit ions
T 1720°C
emitter
T 750°C
collector
T 390°C
cesium
Test Data
E - Volts
O
0.38
0.61
0.68
0.76
0.85
0. 95
1.05
i. 20
I - Amps
O
62.0
40.0
31.0
28.0
22.0
13.0
11.3
5.0
P - Watts
O
23.5
24.4
21.1
18.7
18.7
12.3
11.9
6.0
%
(9
<
!
©
(9
%
O
4_
,n
©
d
O
,---i
O
6O
40
20
0
\
\
O\
\
\
o
\
\
\
\
.4 .8
Output Voltage, E -
O
Volts
1.2
3O
2O
I0
0
!
O
©
O
d
o
_q
VOLT-AMPERE CUI{VE, VOLT-POWER CURVE
TttERMIONIC CONVERTER
TYPE A-1270, SERIAL NUMBER 15
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Operating Conditions
T 1700°C
emitter
Tcollecto r 775°C
T 390°C
cesium
Test Data
E - Volts
o
0.35
0.42
0.51
0.60
0.65
0.72
0.81
0. 88
1. 00
1.12
1.18
I - Amps
0
58 5
56 0
50 0
46 0
43 0
35 0
28 5
18.5
12.5
10.0
8.5
P - Watts
O
20.4
23.5
25.0
27.5
28.0
25.0
22.8
16.3
12.5
11.2
I0.0
(D
(D
!
O
(D
%
%)
©
d
.r-i
O
r_
6O
4O
2O
/
PO
\ x\
I
\
\
\
' X
0 .4 .8 1.2
Output Voltaire, E - Volts
O
3O
2O
10
0
!
O
O
O
d
,1
U
r_
[fl
¢d
VOLT-AMPERE CURV]':, VOLT-POWER CURVE
THERMIONIC CONVERTER
TYPE A-1270. S_RIAL NUMBER 16
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APPENDIX A
HEAT LOSS DETERMINATIONS
RCA DEVELOPMENTAL CONVERTER TYPE A-1270
Prepared For:
JET PROPULSION LABORATORIES
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
CONTRACT NAS-7- i00
P.O. NO. 950229
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AAPPENDIX A
HEAT 'LOSS DETERMINATIONS
Emitter Lead Loss
Tk = 1700 ° C
THeat Dam = 600° C
I = 33.2 Amps
-6
PTaat 1100 ° C = 59 x 10 ohm-cm
KTaat 1100 ° C = 0. 65 watts ]cm °C
N = 15 o/o AT = 1100 ° C
O
A
: 33.2
L
i 59 x I0-60. 65) (ii00) (0. 15)
A
- 33.2
L
A 2
= 0. 0236 cm
L
am
Assume L : 2.5 cm,
2
then A = 2.5 x 0. 0236 = 0. 059 cm
If A = _]" DS where D = 0. 665 in x 2.54 crn
in
then
S = thickness of heat dam wall,
2
A _ 0.059 cm = 0.0111 cmS
D (3. 14) (0. 665) (2.54)
S = 0.00438 inches
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A heat dam of 0. 0028 inch thickness is considered undesirably thin by
RCA for reasons of mechanical strength. Therefore, to prevent ex-
cessive weakness a 0. 005 inch wall thickness was used.
1. Heat Flow Down Emitter Lead
Emitter Diameter = 0. 661 inch x 2.54 cm/in
Emitter Wall (S) = 0. 005 inch x 2. 54 cm/in
Emitter Length (L) = 2.54 cm
Thermal Conduc- = 0. 65 watts/cm 2
tivity at T at
a
1 i00 o C
2
A = 0. 067 cm
AT = 1700 '- 600 = ii00 ° C
W _ KAAT = (0. 65) (0.067) (1100) = 19.3 waits
L 2.5
Since the modification of the emitter lead was in the low tempera-
ture area, relatively small changes in the losses from the emitter
lead were encountered. Temperature measurements taken at the
ceramic seal area for converters of the modified and unmodified
type show no change. Therefore, the change in heaI flow is con-
sidered to be negligible and emitter hea_ loss after modification
was determined to be the same as the initial heat loss.
B Collector Heat Losses
The following calculated heat energy must be considered transferred to
the collector.
Ii Electron Heating_
Pe = I (q_C + 2KT)__ where 2K = 1.723 x 10 -4 watts/amp
2 e
-4
Pe = 13.3 amps (1. 86 V + 1. 723 x 10 watts x 2000 ° K)
cm 2 amp '_K
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P = 24.7 watts + 4. 6 watts
e cm'Z cm2 = 29.3 watts/cm 2
/cm 2 2Pe = 29.3 watts x 2.07 cm = 60. 5 watts total
o Radiation Loss
a. Radiation Loss (Emitter Force)
-12
PR 5. 67 x 10
2.07 cm2
PR 200O ° K
:O-E eff A (T24 T14) O- =
A =
5. 67 x i0-12= x0.12x T =
C
2.07 (20004 - 9004 ) TA= 900 ° K
P = 21. 6 watts total Eeff = (_1 +_1 _ 1)-i
R c A
_eff = 0. 12
watts/cm 2 °K
b, Radiation Loss (Emitter Wall - 1 cm lg from face)
(_" = 5. 67 x 10-12 watts/cm 2 °K
A = 0. 66/inx 17 x 2.54 cmxl cm
-12
PR = 5. 67 x 10 x 5.3
(16004 - 9004 )
PR = 21 watts total
3. Ionization Loss
2
A = 5.3 cm
T = 1600 ° K
c
T A= 900 ° K
eff = 0. 12
in
4,
Ion Power = arc drop x current density
assume arc drop = 0.5 volt
Ion Power = 0.5 volt x 13.3 amp/cm 2 = 6. 6 watts/cm
or 13. 6 watts total
Cesium Cooling_ Losses
a. Gas Transfer
As cooling occurs at 7 watts/cm 2
7 watts x 2.07 = 14.5 _atts
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Summing up:
1 Electron Heating
2a Radiation Loss
2b Radialion Loss
3 Ionization Loss
4a Gas Transfer
60. 5 watts
21. 6 waits
21.0 watts
13. 6 watts
14. 5 watts
Total 130. 2 watts
C. Radiator Change and Reduction of Collector Copper
1. Modified Collector and Radiator Design
What is temperature drop to collector end assuming Tcollecto r
700 ° Centigrade ?
Heat to Anode = 150 watts (130 w plus 20 w safety factor)
Ther. Cond. Mo = 0.29 (4.19) watts/cm 2
Ther. Cond. Cw = 0. 93 (4. 19) watts/cm2
W = KAAT
L
AT Mo = W LMo
KMo AMo
ATCUl = W L 1
Kcw A 1
ATcu 2 = W L 2
Kcw A 2
ATcu 3 = W L 3
Kcw A 3
ATcu 4 = W L 4
Kcw A 4
L 4
L 5
LMo
L 2
ATcu 5 = W L 5
Kcw A 5
I
See Drawing 344-3213
of
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AT = (150) (1. 5) (2. 54)
- 220 ° C
Mo (0.29) (4. 19) (3. 14) (0.322) 2 (2.54)2 -
= (150) (0.20) (2.54) = 9.25" C
ATCUl (0. 934) (4. 19) (3. 14) (0.322)2 (2. 54)2
ATcu 2 = (150) (0.050) (2. 54) = 0. 96° C
, (0. 934) (4. 19) (3. 14) (0.50) 2 (2.54)2
ATcu 3 = (150) (0. 35) (2.54) = 3. 99° C
(0. 934) (4. 19) (3. 14) (0. 65)2 (2.54) 2
ATcu 4= (150) (0.05) (2. 54) = 0.425 ° C
(0. 934) (4. 19) (3 14) (0.75) 2 (2.54) 2-
= (150) (0. 90) (2.54) = 12° C
ATcu5 (0. 934) (4, 19) (3. 14) (0. 60)2 (2. 54) 2
Total = 247 ° C
Therefore, temperature at point of anode radiator attachment =
700 ° C - 247 ° C = 453 ° C
Assume no more than 10 ° drop down anode ra.dia_or tolerable.
Therefore, we radiate 150 watts at 450 ° Centigrade.
PR =(_A Eeff (T24 - T14)
A __
P
Eradiator = 0.9
E glass = 0.7
eff = (1_1__+ _ _ 1)-1 = 0. 655
O.9 O.7
T1 = 50 ° C = 323 ° K
T 2 = 450 ° C = 723 ° K
O-- = 5. 67 x 10" 12 w /cm 2 °K
P = 150 watts
R
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A = 150
5. 67 X 10-12 (0. 655) 7234 - 3234
2
A = 155 cm of radiator area needed to radiate 150 watts at 450° C.
2. Radiator Geometry_
/
/
/
/
h
/
/
I
/
/
3.5 in _l
] \\
9 in
• \
\\\
!
4. 5 in _]
I
Hadiator Average Dia. = 4.5" + 3. 5" = 4" or 16. 16 cm
2
Radiator Length = 1 inch or 2.54 cm
2
Average Projected Area (A 1) =_'rdL = (3. 14) (10. 16) (2.54) = 81 cm
Large Fin (A 2) = 0TR 2 = (3.14) (5.72) 2 = 102.5 cm 2Area of
R= 4.5x2.54
2
R= 5.72 cm
A 2 = 102.5 - Area of Cs. Res. (5. 1) = 97.4 cm 2
Radiator can radiate from projected area (A1) and large fin Area (A2) ,
as follows:
P1 = 80 watts
P2 =O'-'_eff A 2 (T_- T41 )
P2 = 91 watts
= 5. 67 x 10 -12 C0,655) (81) (7234 - 3234)
= 5.67 x 10"12 (0. 655) (97.4) (7234 - 3234 )
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Therefore, with collector temperature of 700° C aradiator of geom-
etry described can radiate a total of 80 + 91 = 171 watts. Since the
actual calculated power loss to the collector is 130 watts, such a
radiator should be sufficient.
Considering the ratio of slot depth to fin spacing, it is seen that
seven fins provide anB:l ratio which should give an emissivity of
0.9.
Then for the A 1 radiator area, approximately 10 watts/fin must be
radiated. In other words, 10 watts/fin x 7 fins = 70 watts + 90 watts
radiated by the A 2 radiator area should be sufficient. Assuming
copper fins. no more than 20 ° C drop across fin.
A = WL = 10(3.56 cm)
KAT (0. 943) (4.19) (20)
2
A= 0.45 cm
W = 10 w/fin
Ave. L = 1.4 in x 2.54 cm
in
Ave. L = 3.56 cm
Kcu at 20°C = 0. 943 x 4.19 w]cm°C
AT = 20 ° C
then:
'A =_'ds where d = ave. fin length
d = 4.5 + 3.5 = 2 inches or 5.08 cm
4
S = A = 0.45 = 0. 028 inch
'Tr d 3.14 x 5.08
Then efore, if 0. 030 copper is used for fins no more than 20 ° C drop
will occur from the center of the fin to the outer diameter of the fin.
, New Copper Section of Anode
J
• 812
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AT 1 down copper to fin attachment area?
W = KAAT AT = WL
L KA
AT 1 = (150) (0. 7) (2. 54)
2 2
(0. 934) (4. 19) (0. 625) (2.54)
AT 1 = 28 ° C
Assume Ave. A
W = 150 watts
L= 0.7in
AT 2 = drop down Mo section of anode = 225 ° C
Temperature at radiator = 800 ° C - (225 ° C + 28 ° C)
Temperature at radiator = 550 ° C or 825 ° K
4 4
_R=C]-Eeff A (T 1 - T 2 )
A = PR = 150
(_-Eeff (W_ - W4) 5. 67 x 10 -12 (0. 655) (8254 - 3244 )
2A = 95.5 cm or,_ 15 in 2 of radiator area.
cone shaped design used -
See Drawing 344-2100
Area Cone = ave. dia. x qT" x lg. of one side
15 = D ave. x'T_'x 1.5 in assume 1.5
d ave. = 15" sq. = 3. 18" ave. dia.
(3. 14) (1.5 in)
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Therefore, radiator of a geometry as follows, will radiate 150 watts
at a collector temperature of 800° C.
0
'! , ,
:-- 1.75 in Dia--- !
--_ 4. 6 in Dia. :-
Cesium Reservoir Lead
Assume - stainless steel tubing 0. 010" wall x 114" O. D. for l_ad.
(a.)
100 ° Centigrade ?
PR = 5.67 x 10 -12 (0. 114) (5. 1)
What power can the reservoir proper radiate assuming a AT =
(623)4- (293)4
PR = 0. 254 watts
O" = 5.67 x 10 -12 w /cm 2 °K
-1
Eeff=(l__ +__1 -1} =.114
.12 .7
2
A= 5.1 cm
T 2 = 623 ° K
T 1 = 293 ° K
Assuming lead length = 1.5 inches, what AT will result if we assume
that 0. 254 watts is conducted down lead ?
AT =- WL = 0.254 x 1.5 x 2.54
KA 2
O. 058 x O. 05 cm
AT = 334 ° C
K = 0. 058 w/cm °C at 400 ° C
ss
2
A ='_rDS = 0, 05 cm
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APPENDIX B
BILL OF MATERIALS
RCA DEVELOPMENTAL CONVERTER A- 1270
Prepared For:
JET PROPULSION LABORATORIES
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
CONTRACT NAS- 7- i00
P.O. NO. 950229
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APPENDIX ]3
Drawing Title
Complete Converter Assembly
Crossection Drawing
Emitter Assembly
Emitter, Blunt End
Rolled Blunt End
Blank Blunt End
Emitter,
Emitter,
Emitter
Emitter,
Emitter,
Drawing
Number
344-3230
344-2233
344-2042
344-2150
344-2149
344-2148
344-2087
Rolled 344-2088
Blank 344- 2089
Emitter Support 344- 2030
External Emitter Lead 344-2048
Insulator Assembly 344- 2103
Strain Isolation Ring, Small 344-2037
Ceramic Insulator 344- 2043
Strain Isolation Ring 344-2038
Generator Support Ring Assembly 344-2049
Generator Support Ring 344- 2050
Generator Support Ring Blank 344- 20 99
Solder Washer 344- 2054
Strain Isolation Ring, Large 344- 2039
Ceramic Insulator 344- 2051
Collector Assembly 344- 2271
Collector Head 344- 2123
Collector Base 344-2101
Collector Radiator Fin 344-2100
Collector Lead 344- 2055
Exhaust Line Tubing 344-2122
Cesium Reservoir Assembly 344-2047
Cesium Reservoir Cup 344-2044
Cesium Reservoir Base 344-2046
Cesium Reservoir Pipe 344-2045
Cesium Reservoir Heater Assembly 344-2058
Cesium Reservoir Heater Cap 344-2071
Emitter Shield 344- 2270
Pinch-Off Protector Sleeve 344-2225
Pinch-Off Protector Split Ring 344-2226
Pinch-Off Protector Clamping Ring 344-2227
Material
Tantalum
Tantalum
Tantalum
Tantalum
Tantalum
Tantalum
Molybdenum
Nickel
Kovar
Ceramic
Kovar
Kovar.
Kovar
Copper
Kovar
Ceramic
Molybdenum
Copper
Copper
Copper
Copper
Nickel
Nickel
St. Steel
Nickel
Bakelite
St. Steel
St. Steel
St. Steel
Page
Number
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7
B-8
B-9
]3-10
B-11
.R- 1 2
B-,.%
]3-14
B-15
B-16
B- 1 '7
B-20
}3-21
IB-22
B-23
B-24
IB-25
I_-27
B- 23
i!:1-29
IB-30
B-3i
B-3 o.
B-33
i_- ,) a
B-35
_-36
]3-37
]3-38
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Test Mount, Jigs and Fixtures
Drawing Title
Test Bottle
Connector
Exhaust Tubing
Exhaust Joint
Cesium Tubing
Mount Bar
Insulator Adaptor
Exhaust Line
Bottle Gasket
Ba.se I-'lat e
Ion Gauge Adaptor
Exhaust Pipe
C0r_verter Connector
Clamp
Seat Mount
Seat
Heat Shield Assembly
Electron Bombardment Heater
Heater Terminal
Cylinder
B ela.r i ng
Bearing Mount
Heater Water Terminal
Collector Terminal
Emitter Terminal
Exhaust Line Fitting
Manifold Assembly
Exhaust Assembly
Insulator Adaptor
Thermoeouple Stand-Off
Terminal Assembly
Finished Machine Drawing
Exhaust Line Expa.naion
Dra_ving
Number
14059
14060
14061
14062
14063
14064
14065
14066
14067
14068
14069
14070
14071
14072
1407'_'
14074
14077
14078
14079
14080
14082
14083
14084
14085
14086
14087
14088
14089
14090
14091
14092
14093
14094
Material
St. Steel
OFHC Cpr.
OFHC Cpr.
OFHC Cpr.
St. steel
St. ste_l
st. steel
Rubber
St. Steel
St. Steel
St. Steel
OFHC Cpr.
St. Steel
St. Steel
Kovar
Ta-Nickel
Thoriated
Tungsten
OFHC Cpr.
St. Steel
St. Steel
St. Steel
OFHC Cpr.
OFHC Cpr.
OFHC Cpr.
St. Steel
St. Steel
Teflon
OFHC Cpr.
Page
Number
B-39
B-40
B-41
B-42
B-43
B-44
B-45
B-46
B-47
B-48
B-49
B-50
B-51
B-52
B-53
B-54
B-55
B-56
B-57
B-58
B-59
B- 60
B-61
B-62
B-63
B- 64
B-65
B-66
B o 67
B-68
B-69
B-70
B-71
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Test Mount, Jigs and Fixtures
(Continued)
Drawing Title
Punch Blank
Punch
Punch Hob
Punch Guide
Punch Barrel
Weight
Brazing Jig
Weight
Split Ring
Base
Brazing Base
Brazing Jig
Rubber Die Solder Washer
Brazing Jig
Emitter Weight
Generator Support Ring,
Split Ring
Base
Grinding Fixture
Weight
Drawing
Number
14101
14102
14103
14104
14105
14123
14124
14125
14126
14127
14131
14132
14143
14144
14145
14146
14147
14148
14151
Mater ial
Vasco
Supreme
Vasco
Supreme
Vasco
Supreme
Vasco
Supreme
Vasco
Supreme
St. Steel
St. Steel
St. Steel
St. Steel
St. Steel
St. Steel
Rubber
St. Steel
St. Steel
St. Steel
St. Steel
St. Steel
Page
Number
B-72
B-73
B-74
B-75
B-76
B-77
B-78
B-79
B-80
B-81
B-82
B-83
B-84
B-85
B-86
B-87
B-88
B-89
B-90
Brazing Materials;
Zirconium
OFHC Copper
Nicrobraze 30 - 19_o Cr - 10_o Si - 15_0 C - Bal Ni
Nicoro Braze - 3_o Ni - 35% Au -Bal. Cu
BT - Silver - Copper Eutectic - 28_ Copper - 72_ Silver
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nor for any infringements of patents or other rights of third parties
which may result from its use. No license is granted by implica-
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